
CURED EPOXY RESIDUE REMOVER

Dubond’s Epoxy Remover is a powerful, Acid solvent based formula specifically designed for quick and 
effective removal of cured epoxy residues, such as epoxy grout residues from tiles.

Areas of Application
 All the types of tile on which epoxy grout has been filled and the spillage of

 the grout residue remains after the curing.
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 Solvent based formula

 Designed for quick and effective removal of the grout residue of epoxy over tiles.

Features & Benefits

21.  Always work in small area, i.e. Less than 0.5 M .
2.  Apply generously to the area required. Leave to work for approximately 4-5 minutes.
3.  Once epoxy grout has softened, carefully remove with a suitable tool, i.e. a palette knife.
4.  Repeat process if necessary to remove all deposits.
5.  Wash down the area immediately afterwards with detergent and cold water.
6.  Always dispose of any waste thoroughly.

Method of Application

 Dangerous to contact with eye, skin & human body.

 It’s Damages the alkaline stone & marble. So Please Check before applying.

 Always ensure good ventilation, i.e. open windows and doors.

 Always store in a cool place to opening.

 Protect surrounding areas from damage, i.e. paint work, plastics, textiles.

 Turn off appliances, i.e. gas and electric fires, etc.

 Wear suitable protective clothing.

Precautions & limitations :



N.A

Coverage 

Avaliable in 500 ml, 1 Liter, 5 liter and 20 liters containers.

Packing 

6 months in original sealed tin packing kept in cool and dry place.

store in a dry place in the original container.

Shelf life & storage 

In case material is released or spilled,clean up most of the product. Store the residue in plastic tanks neutralize 

with a solution of hydrochloric acid adjusting the pH to 6-7 then send to water conditioner or

call for a specialized company personel.

Fortuitous leakage and waste disposal method : 

Appearance 

Colour 
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pH 

Spec. Gravity 
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Liquid

Transparent

Slight Of Petrolium with Acidic

2–3

(20°C) : 0.900 Gr. ∕Cc

90%

Not Flammable

Technical Information

Dubond Products (India) Pvt. Ltd.
C-3, 1001, Anushruti Tower, S.G. Highway, Thaltej,
Ahmedabad-380054. Gujarat - INDIA
Ph: 91-79-2685 6815 Fax: 91-79-2685 6816
Email: info@dubond.in Website: www.dubond.in

DISCLAIMER The product information & application details given by the 
company & its agents has been provided in good faith & meant to serve only as a 
general guideline during usage. Users are advised to carry out tests & take trials 
to ensure on the suitability of products meeting their requirement prior to full 
scale usage of our products. Since the correct identification of the problems, 
quality of other materials used and the on-site workmanship are factors beyond 
our control, there are no expressed or implied guarantee / warranty as to the 
results obtained. The company does not assume any liability or consequential 
damage for unsatisfactory results, arising from the use of our products.
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